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Many Thanks To

- My colleagues at NCI
- The Conference Planning and Conference Organizing Committees
- The Prevention, Screening, Treatment, and Survivorship Planning Groups
- The many individuals who helped make this conference happen
- Jennifer Schaefer and others at ICF who took care of the technical aspects
- All of you who participated in this event
What Comes Next, or … The Future of The Future of Cancer Health Economics Research

Next Steps for the Conference

- Presentations from the Conference were recorded and will be available online for viewing.
- Anonymous survey will shortly be sent to all registrants asking for feedback and input on the Conference.
- Plans for manuscripts from Conference presentations and sessions to be prepared for a journal supplement, with target publication date in 2021.
- Send questions to NCIcancerecon@mail.nih.gov
What Comes Next?

Next Steps for the Field

- This Conference is one step in the development of the field of Cancer Health Economics Research – already a well-established area
- This is your field – please remain engaged
  - Contact Conference speakers, session leaders, and other participants with questions/suggestions/ideas
  - Reach out to others (not just your colleagues) who can help enhance this field – find shared interests and new ways to collaborate
  - Create the Framework for Cancer Health Economics Research 2.0 (or 3.0, or …) – seriously, we created this to see it changed by the Conference
The Future of Cancer Health Economics Research

- What is your vision for the Future of this field?
- How do you see cancer health economics research helping patients, families, health care providers, health care systems, policy makers, and other?
- In the words of Captain Jean-Luc Picard:

  “Make it so”
Thank you again
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